










Sufficiently spacious, simple but practical design, ithinkso’s S/S canvas 

tote bags attract eyes with its refreshing colors. 



ithinkso introduces new S/S collections of big bag, every season’s 

favorite for its spacious and simple design. Three refreshing colors will 

make your day more enjoyable. 



This two-way big bag features the luxury of real leather and simple design of 

ithinkso. It goes well with all outfits. 



Light, strong and packable carry-on bags for travel can also be used every 

day thanks to ithinkso’s sweet colors. 



Multi-purpose simple eco-bag will complete your natural style for short 

going-out and shopping. Made of cool and light cotton, the eco-bag 

can be personalized by using stamps and different ornaments. 



Solid roll pouch in eight soft colors is to keep pens, brushes and other 

objects. Its cover prevents the contents to fall out. Inner fabric matching with 

the outer emphasizes the attentive details of this simple but chic pouch. 



ithinkso proposes eight different emotions and eight different colors for 

make-up pouch. Two sizes are offered to adopt different needs. The most 

simple but most practical design is realized. Washable canvas fabric 

coordinates the practicality and sensitivity. 



Real-leather pouches in two different sizes can be use to put small items 

such as coins and USB to large items including mobile phones, cigarettes, 

MP3, cosmetics, etc. Highlighted by the simple but detailed finish, the 

pouches are available in three colors. 



This multi-purpose pouch in envelop is made of vintage shiny fabric 

reflecting the trend of this season. It can be used to keep small items, 

cosmetics, or even as a lunch bag. Its adjustable size enhances the 

practicality. 



ithinkso shows its own interpretation of mufflers, a must have item for all 

seasons. Various colors, patterns but simple design, ithinkso’s S/S dot pattern 

cotton mufflers delivers the scents of spring. Fine and light, these mufflers are 

wrinkle-free. Mix and match different colors to accent the mood of the day. 



A small change to bring up the day! Ithinkso’s real leather straps in two 

sizes give the value above the luxury of the natural leather. The longer strap 

is designed as neck strap and the shorter one as hand strap. 





This vintage concept notebook set comprising a large-sized notebook, a small-

sized notebook and stickers, can be characterized by four sentimental graphics in 

different themes designed to meet various needs. Make your own vintage style 

with the stickers offered with the set! 



These practical notebooks, made of simple craft and school book paper, are 

available in five sizes. It can be adopted for various use such as drawing book, 

memo, scheduler, etc. according to the size. Its linen finish ensures the 

quality of binding and highlights the natural concept. 



Natural wooden stamp series in four themes, ithinkso’s stamps are made of the 

most commonly and closely used material in our daily lives. Show your mind 

more clearly and effectively. 



Unshaped colorful pencils show the dream, the mind and the present. 

Unshaped B pencils, five-color pencil set is like the beautiful present and 

unchanging dream.





This ceramic handy solid mug will upgrade the mood of your kitchen and desk. 

With its eye-catching fresh colors and simple form, solid mug is endocrine 

disruptor free and dish washer and micro wave safe. 



An eco-project inspired by paper cups, ithinkso introduces ceramic and 

paper mugs in different colors. Its simple form and color will make a 

highlight anytime, anywhere. 



Available in eight different colors, mug warmers go perfectly well with 

ithinkso’s paper mugs. These simple mug warmers are made in felt by 

minimizing details other than color and the natural feeling of the material 

to emphasize the sensibility of users. 



This innovative picnic mat introduced by ithinkso is made by changing the 

concept of traditional picnic mat to a must have for a dream picnic. Different 

color and patterns will be used by season, while anti-humidity coated back 

enhances the practicality. 



Specially proposed by ithinkso for sentimental picnic, cotton padding on 

checkered clothes adds comforts and anti-humidity coating on the back 

enhance the practicality. Simple to store with the help of the elastic band, a 

mesh dust bag is offered to guard after use. 



Styled with refreshing patterns, this picnic mat protects against the wet by its 

anti-humidity coated thick woven. Its velcro strap makes it easy to pack up and 

carry without a separate bag. 



S/S blanket series are made of cotton towel in different colors and patterns. 

It will not only be useful as a blanket during spring and summer but also as 

a beach towel. 





Discover ornaments to make the unique pieces in patterns with motifs from 

nature, home and love. No need to sew, wappen will help your items 

personalized by ironing on. 



Discover ornaments to make the unique pieces! By simply ironing your 

personal item will have photo-printed effects. Distinguished by its sensitive 

tastes, offset can be used to personalize T-shirts and eco-bags. 





Special stories of ordinary people making a design brand, small stories of 

ours that can happen to everyone… The team members of ithinkso tell us 

their stories from hand-written personal diaries, blogs and letters with 

touching photos. 




